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The cosmic concordance model
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Actual model or 
just a fitting model?



Cosmological backgrounds

• Global Background Solution (GBS)

• Average Background Solution (ABS)
[Buchert’s background]

• Phenomenological Background 
Solution (PBS)

!GBS = !!"H

3RGBS = !3R"H
+    local equation of state 

aH(t) ! VH(t)1/3

“averaged” equation of state:
no local energy conditions 

dL(z)

!ABS != "!#H

3RABS != "3R#H

3RPBS != "3R#H

!PBS != "!#H

V. Marra, E. W. Kolb, S. Matarrese,
arXiv:0901.4566 [astro-ph.CO].



Cosmological backreactions

strong backreaction

weak backreaction

V. Marra, E. W. Kolb, S. Matarrese,
arXiv:0901.4566 [astro-ph.CO].

[!· · · ", Obs] #= 0 $ PBS #= GBS

[!· · · ", EoM] #= 0 $ ABS #= GBS



The Millennium Simulation Project
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Hubble-bubble meatball model
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We study the impact of cosmic inhomogeneities on the interpretation of observations. We build
an inhomogeneous universe model that can confront supernova data and yet is reasonably well com-
patible with the Copernican Principle. Our model combines a relatively small local void, that gives
apparent acceleration at low redshifts, with a meatball model that gives sizeable lensing (dimming)
at high redshifts. Together these two elements, which focus on di!erent e!ects of voids on the data,
allow the model to mimic the concordance model.

PACS numbers: 95.36.+x, 98.62.Sb, 98.65.Dx, 98.80.Es

Introduction. The “safe” consequence of the success
of the concordance model is that the flat isotropic and
homogeneous !CDM model is a good phenomenological
fit to the real inhomogeneous universe. We will discuss
the possibility that the late time evidence for dark energy
can be explained by the late time formation of nonlinear
large scale inhomogeneities. Indeed, as long as the nature
of the dark energy is completely understood, it is useful
to look for alternative cosmological models that fit the
data.

We will assume that the spacetime of the inhomoge-
neous universe is accurately described by small perturba-
tions around the Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) solution whose energy content and spatial cur-
vature are defined as Hubble-volume spatial averages
over the inhomogeneous universe. Following Ref. [1] we
will call this Hubble volume average the Global Back-
ground Solution (GBS). The cosmological model ob-
tained through observations, on the other hand, will
be called the Phenomenological Background Solution
(PBS). The idea is to associate the concordance model
with the PBS, while the actual GBS is the Einstein-de
Sitter (EdS) model.

Setup. The current background expansion rate of the
EdS model is taken to be H" = 100h" km s#1 Mpc#1

with h" = 0.5. This is necessary for a consistency with
the CMB spectrum and with the age of the universe. The
local expansion rate H0 will be higher, about h ! 0.58,
which is within 2-! of the HST key project [2] value of
0.72 ± 0.08. Our setup consists of two elements. First,
we will model the overall universe by a meatball model
consisting of two families of randomly placed halos. The
family A describes very large, low density contrast struc-
tures and the family B models large clusters of galaxies.
The parameters specifying the model are (for each fam-
ily) the average comoving distance between meatballs dc,
the proper radius of the meatball Rp and the mass of the
meatball M . The numerical values we used are given in
Table I. The distance dc between meatballs is connected
to their comoving number density by nc = !(4/3)3

(4!/3) d#3
c .

We assume the meatballs to have virialized at z = 1.6
and therefore their proper radii Rp are constants. For

TABLE I: Parameters of the meatball model (a0 ! 1).

Quantity Family A Family B

fraction of tot. density 1/2 1/2

dc 100 h!1 Mpc 10 h!1 Mpc

Rp 10 h!1 Mpc 580 h!1 kpc

M 6.1 · 1017h!1M" 6.1 · 1014h!1M"

density profile Gaussian SIS

the family B we used the singular isothermal spheres
(SIS) density profile and defined the radius to have a
density contrast of 200 at virilization. For the family A
the gaussian profile was used and the radius was cho-
sen to qualitatively describe the largest structures seen
in simulations of structure formation. The distribution
of family A meatballs leaves underdense regions of order
100h#1Mpc which are filled by the family B meatballs.
Because the mass is equally subdivided between the two
families these underdense regions on average have a den-
sity contrast of " " #0.5. The second element of our
setup consists of placing the observer in one of the large
underdense regions and modelling the metric of this par-
ticular void around the observer more accurately with
a Lemâıtre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) bubble matched to the
EdS background metric. A sketch of the model is shown
Fig. 1.

Lensing. In a late-time universe dominated by voids
the homogeneity is recovered only on scales larger than
the largest inhomogeneity scale, which in our model is
Lhom $ 100h#1Mpc. However, type Ia supernovae (SNe)
probe angular scales LSNe % Lhom and it is therefore
not clear that the physics inferred from SNe observations
can be directly associated with the smoothed-out GBS
model, especially with small data samples. Epigrammat-
ically, the commutativity between averaging and measur-
ing is not guaranteed. Note that this idea is di"erent
from the possible non-commutativity between averaging
and dynamics which is the kernel of strong-backreaction
studies (see for example Ref. [3]).

Cumulative gravitational lensing is a possible source

• GBS = EdS with: h! = 0.5

h = 0.58• local observer with: 



SNe observations

Lhom ! 100h!1Mpc

LSNe ! Lhom

• small data samples

• selection effects

Zel’dovich 64, Bertotti 66, Dashevskii&Slysh 66, 
Kantowski 69, Dyer&Roeder 72

Even if the f.a. is justified for the dynamics 
(GBS=ABS), it could not for the observations.

sizeable lensing effects

photons allowed to miss overdensities:
meatball model



Cumulative weak lensing

!(z) =
! rs(z)

0
dr G(r, rs(z)) "(r, t(r))
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A stochastic method

!1im = G(ri, rs) !(bm, ti) convergence due to 
meatball in bin (i, m)

R
b

light path

meatball

!(b, t) =
! R(t)

b
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A stochastic method

!Nim = nc!Vim

!Vim = 2!bm!bm!ri

convergence due 
to one meatball

expected number 
of meatballs in !Vim

Poisson random variable
of parameter

!({kim}) =
NS!

i=1

NR!

m=1

!1im

"
k[!N ]im !!Nim

#
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A stochastic method

!Nim = nc!Vim

!Vim = 2!bm!bm!ri

!({kim}) =
NS!

i=1

NR!

m=1

!1im

"
k[NO!N ]im

NO
!!Nim

#

convergence PDF
is generated by the 
configurations {kim}

convergence due 
to one meatball

expected number 
of meatballs in !Vim

# observations 
at redshift z

Poisson random variable
of parameter NO!Nim

• expected convergence zero: photons conservation

• PDF approaches    -function at              for                    

• FAST!! PDF for NO-samples in few minutes: just to generate Poisson random numbers

• Only weak-lensing approximation:            of error (worst case)

! = 0 NO !"!

! 5%



Resumming Poisson variables

!(k) = !E(z)
!

1! k[NON ]
NON

"

N = nc · rs(z)E · !R̄2Q2
!

expected 
# hits in:

convergence for 
empty beam

• analytic result, not a fit: well approximates the PDF for

• mode of the PDF for NO-samples:

NON ! 5

!(k̂) = !E(z)
!

1 ! "NON#
NON

"

Poisson variable
of parameterNON

easy way to estimate 
lensing bias for given 

cosmological parameters
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SIS, 2Mpc/200kpc, NO=1
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Lensing bias
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Let us turn to the second source of                             : local Hubble bubble[!· · · ", Obs] #= 0



Local Hubble bubble

ȧ2(r, t)
a2(r, t)

=
8!G

3
"̂(r, t)! c2k(r)

a2(r, t)
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Results
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FIG. 4: Top panel: shown is the distance modulus with re-
spect to the empty universe for the inhomogeneous model
of this paper, for the !CDM model and for the EdS model
together with the full Union Catalogue of Ref. [6]. Bottom
panel, zoom for small redshifts.

radius 50!100 h!1Mpc, surrounded by two thin collaps-
ing (!Hr < 0) shells. The inner void, where the observer
is located, has a local expansion rate of H0 = 100h km
s!1 Mpc!1 with h " 0.58 which, as anticipated, is larger
than the EdS value. Moreover, the density contrast of
the inner void is close to ! # !0.5 consistently with our
meatball model for the overall universe.

Results. Let us now describe the main features of
our results shown in Fig. 4. First, a matter dominated
model cannot e"ect a local acceleration, as one can for-
mally show using the Raychaudhuri’s equation [3]. This
behaviour is evident in the zoom in the bottom panel,
where the slope of the inhomogenous model curve is seen
to start flat at z = 0. However, at finite redshifts the
spatial variation of the expansion rate mimics the appar-
ent acceleration and a positive !m proportional to the
di"erence between local and background expansion rates
H0 ! H" appears. Beyond the dimensions of the local
hubble bubble, at z >$ 0.1, the slope of the curve follows
the EdS model, until the lensing bias e"ect becomes ef-
fective at z >$ 0.5 and starts to pull the curve up again
as is clearly seen in the top panel in fig. 4.

We performed also a "2 analysis to estimate the
goodness-of-fit of our model. Results are shown in Ta-
ble II. Obviously the EdS model has a poor fit, but in-
troducing inhomogeneities improves the "2 significantly.
The local Hubble bubble has a larger impact on "2, but
lensing also has a large positive e"ect. Our model is
still worse than the #CDM model, but not dramatically
so. The main characteristic di"erences between our inho-
mogenous model and the #CDM model are the smooth
rise of the predicted !m at large z in the former model

and the di"erent behaviour around z $ 0.1! 0.2, as seen
in figure 4. Both these issues would be easily resolved by
a JDEM-like survey with a data set of 2000 SNe. Finally
let us note that including inhomogeneities changes also
the predictions of the #CDM model. In Table II we give
the result of a simulation for the same meatball mass
spectrum we used with the EdS-model, in the context of
a #CDM model whose global parameters are set to those
used in Ref. [6]. Interestingly, including inhomogeneities
to the concordance model makes the fit worse.

TABLE II: !2 for Union Catalogue of 307 SNe.

Model !2

!CDM 312

!CDM + meatballs 323

EdS 608

EdS + H. bubble 440

EdS + H. bubble + meatballs 396

Of course our setup is but a simple toy model. How-
ever, we believe that our results make it explicitly clear
that di"erent e"ects of inhomogeneities can pull into the
same direction, making the PBS depart from the GBS.
Moreover, we believe that the two e"ects of the voids
considered here are not the end of the story; to conclude
on the viability of inhomogeneous universe models as the
possible source of the apparent accleration, it is crucial
to consider all possible e"ects in as realistic a model as
possible.
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